ZAP BI—Data Management
and Analytics for Sage 500
An end-to-end data management and analytics solution that
simplifies the journey to becoming a data-driven business.
KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS OVER OTHER BI SOLUTIONS

■ Cloud, On-premises, or Hybrid, with pre-built,
out-of-the-box, customizable data model for Sage 500

■ Avoid the cost and risk of a manual data
warehouse project

■ Automated collection and integration of data from 		
almost any source with Sage 500 data

■ Easier to access data and get visibility from
across the entire business

■ Enterprise-class analytics and dynamic role-based 		
dashboards for Sage 500 are ready to go

■ Analytics to drive business success without
expensive in-house technical experts

Traditional BI solutions only provide packaged front-end
analytics, or ‘canned’ data marts. Expensive, manual
projects are needed to collect and store data. The resulting
proprietary data warehouses are often difficult to govern.
This leads to the risk of poor data and security, undermining
the information produced and return on investment.
ZAP BI goes beyond analytics. It is a data management and
analytics platform that simplifies the complex process of
becoming data-driven.

TRUST YOUR DATA

Pre-set automation reduces the technical effort of
collecting, organizing and analyzing data. This means
faster deployment and quicker time-to-value. The resulting
governed data models need less maintenance, which
reduces total cost of ownership. A graphical interface and
powerful flexibility make it easy to customize to the most
demanding needs and adapt to business change.
ZAP BI makes it easier for Sage 500 customers across all
industries to manage their data and create accurate insight
to drive success.

www.zapbi.com

BECOME A DATA-DRIVEN BUSINESS WITH ZAP
■ Integrate disparate systems and data sources
for one, consistent view of the business

■ Measure business performance with best-practice
pre-set analytics

■ Easy to add cloud or on-premises data sources
to continue to enrich business insight

■ Built-in data governance and administration tools 		
provide control and peace of mind

■ Aid future ERP upgrades with ZAPs
migration capabilities

■ Deploy On-premises, on the Cloud or in a Hybrid
model to align to technology strategy

■ Extend Sage 500 reporting and explore data across 		
functional areas through dynamic dashboards

■ A scalable platform that grows in-line with
business needs

GOVERNED DATA
MODELING PLATFORM
Unlike many alternatives, ZAP is a unique enterprise data
modeling and visualization web-application, offering:
• Strong data governance
(quality, administration, data security, usage auditing)
• An automated 3-tier data architecture
(staging, data hub, OLAP store)
• Many connectors to apps, files or cloud datasources
• Simple and intuitive UI for a wide range of user types
• Enterprise-grade data modeling
• Mature visualization, dashboarding and ad-hoc reporting
• Alerting, report distribution and printing (PDF, Excel)
• A responsive web application, optimized for mouse
and touch on any device

COMPLETE DATA MODELS
AND ANALYTICS
Why build or start from scratch when you can leverage ZAP’s
complete data solutions and give your organization better
insights faster?
Get access to pre-built data models that can be easily
customized and leverage pre-packaged calculations,
analytics and role-based dashboards that you can use
instantly, for every major domain:
• Finance (GL, AR, AP)

TAILORED FOR SAGE 500
ZAP’s support for Sage 500 goes beyond simply connecting
and extracting data.
Our deep integration with Sage 500 improves the data
modeling, deployment and overall users’ experience.
Thanks to ZAP’s smart datasources for Sage 500, ZAP
can deploy governed BI solutions that are integrated with
Sage 500 in days, not weeks or months like other traditional
tools. Below is an overview of the metadata ZAP extracts
and other deep integrations with Sage 500:
• Metadata from AOM
(localized captions, data types, enumeration fields)
• Optional fields support
• Geocoded addresses for map charts
• Multi-company & currency conversion in one data model
• GL account consolidation generation & security 			
synchronization
• Merge multiple Sage instances
• Date dimension & automatic date relationships

ZAP & SELF-SERVICE BI TOOLS
ZAP understands you may have already invested in a
different BI Visualization tool and may only be interested
in ZAP’s unique Data Intelligence solution. ZAP generates
Trusted/Governed data stores that may be secured and
combined with other data. It is a perfect fit with any SelfService BI tool.

• Supply Chain (Sales, Procurement, Inventory)

TRUST YOUR DATA

www.zapbi.com

